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Abstract
For natural language processing on machines, resolving such peculiar usages would be particularly useful in constructing a dictionary and
dataset for word sense disambiguation. Hence, it is necessary to develop a method to detect such peculiar examples of a target word from
a corpus. Note that, hereinafter, we define a peculiar example as an instance in which the target word or phrase has a new meaning.In this
paper, we proposed a new peculiar example detection method using distance metric learning from labeled example pairs. In this method,
first, distance metric learning is performed by large margin nearest neighbor classification for the training data, and new training data
points are generated using the distance metric in the original space. Then, peculiar examples are extracted using the local outlier factor,
which is a density-based outlier detection method, from the updated training and test data. The efficiency of the proposed method was
evaluated on an artificial dataset and the Semeval-2010 Japanese WSD task dataset. The results showed that the proposed method has the
highest number of properly detected instances and the highest F-measure value. This shows that the label information of training data is
effective for density-based peculiar example detection. Moreover, an experiment on outlier detection using a classification method such
as SVM showed that it is difficult to apply the classification method to outlier detection.
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1. Introduction
In everyday life, we often encounter examples of words
used in an unknown sense, including those that may not
even be listed in the dictionary. For natural language
processing on machines, resolving such peculiar usages
would be particularly useful in constructing a dictionary
and dataset for word sense disambiguation (WSD). Hence,
it is necessary to develop a method to detect such pecu-
liar examples of a target word from a corpus. Note that,
hereinafter, we define a peculiar example as an instance in
which the target word or phrase has a new meaning.
As one approach, we consider the outlier detection methods
used in data mining. However, although outlier detection is
used to detect anomalous observations from data, it is gen-
erally unsupervised and so is unable to incorporate sense
information for the detection of peculiar examples.
To solve this problem, here we propose a new approach
using distance metric learning from labeled example pairs.
First, distance metric learning is performed by large mar-
gin nearest neighbor (LMNN) classification (Weinberger
and Saul, 2009) for the training data, and new training data
points are generated using the distance metric in the origi-
nal space. Then, peculiar examples are extracted using the
local outlier factor (LOF) (Breunig et al., 2000), which is
a density-based outlier detection method, from the updated
training and test data.
In this paper, we present the results of experimental eval-
uations of the proposed method using an artificial dataset
and the Semeval-2010 Japanese WSD task dataset (Oku-
mura et al., 2010). The proposed method proved to be ef-
fective on both datasets in comparison with the LOF and
the one-class support vector machine (SVM) (Schölkopf et
al., 2001). Moreover, we present the results of an experi-

ment on outlier detection using a classification method such
as an SVM. The results show that it is difficult to apply the
classification method for outlier detection.

2. Outlier Detection
Many methods have been proposed for detecting outlier
instances, such as distance-based methods (Orair et al.,
2010), probabilistic methods (Kriegel et al., 2009), and
density-based methods. Here we briefly explain the LOF
algorithm, a local density-based method for outlier detec-
tion, and the one-class SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995),
an unsupervised segmentation method based on machine
learning.

2.1. LOF

LOF is a well-known outlier detection method for unla-
beled data sets. This method specifies the degree of out-
lierness, determined from the difference in density between
a data object and its neighborhood. Outliers are objects that
have high LOF values; in other words, objects that have low
LOF values are likely to be normal with respect to their
neighborhood.
The first step in computing the LOF value of data object
x is to compute itsk-distance(x), wherek is an arbitrary
positive constant. Thek-distance(x) of objectx in a dataset
D is defined as the distanced(x,y) between two objects as
follows:

1. d(x,y′)≤ d(x,y) for at leastk objectsy′ ∈ D\{x},

2. d(x,y′)< d(x,y) for at mostk−1 objectsy′ ∈ D\{x}.

In other words, thek-distance(x) represents the distance be-
tween the objectx and thek-th nearest object fromx.
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Figure 1: Peculiar Example Detection

Then, the second step is to find the set ofk nearest neigh-
borsNk(x) of x.

Nk(x) = {y∈ D\{x}|d(x,y)≤ k-distance(x)} (1)

The third step is to compute the reachability distance
rearch-distk(x,y) of an objectx with respect to objecty and
the local reachability density lrdk(x) of x.

rearch-distk(x,y) = max{d(x,y),k-distance(y)} (2)

lrdk(x) =
|Nk(x)|

∑y∈Nk(x) rearch-distk(x,y)
(3)

Finally, we compute the local outlier factor LOF(x) of x,

LOF(x) =
1

|Nk(x)| ∑
y∈Nk(x)

lrdk(y)
lrdk(x)

(4)

LOF(x) is the average of the ratios of the local reachability
density ofx and those of itsk-nearest neighbors. The LOF
of an object is based on the single parameterk, which is the
number of nearest neighbors. In this paper, this parameter
k is set to 4.

2.2. One-Class SVM

A one-class SVM is one of the most popular unsupervised
learning methods to identify outliers in a dataset (Schölkopf
et al., 2001). This method can be considered as a popu-
lar two-class SVM, where all data in a dataset lie in the
class “+1” and the origin is the class “−1.” This method
maps the input data into a higher-dimensional space using
a kernel function and constructs a separating hyperplane to
best separate class “+1” data from class “−1” data with
the maximum margin. Then, by using soft margin classi-
fication, both the origin and the data that are close to the
origin belong to the class “−1” and these data are classified
as outliers.
In this method, we need to select a kernel function and set
the parameter as a misclassification cost using the LIBSVM
tool1 (Chang and Lin, 2011). In the experiments, we used
libsvm with a linear kernel and set the parameter “nu” to
0.02.

1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/

3. Proposed Peculiar Example Detection
Method

As mentioned above, the LOF and one-class SVM are unsu-
pervised outlier detection techniques. In general, outlier de-
tection is difficult to use with supervised or semi-supervised
frameworks because we can not establish the definitions of
outliers and normal classes. Therefore, when we apply the
LOF to peculiar example detection, we cannot use only the
data for which sense labels are not assigned. Furthermore,
if we apply the LOF to the whole dataset, it is possible that
training data will be identified as peculiar examples.
In peculiar example detection, however, an outlier is an in-
stance of the usage of a target word whose sense is not listed
in the dictionary. Hence, we can define the outlier and nor-
mal classes clearly and assign the sense label to the subset
of examples.
For this reason, we propose a new peculiar example de-
tection method using distance metric learning from labeled
example pairs. As shown in Figure 1, the distance metric
is learned from the given training data such that the same
class’s data points are close to each other and those in dif-
ferent classes are separated by a large margin. This method
affords a high-density region for each sense and thus al-
lows effective detection of peculiar examples using density-
based outlier detection. In this paper, we use the LMNN as
the distance metric learning method to extract peculiar ex-
amples using the LOF.

3.1. Distance Metric Learning by LMNN

LMNN is a method for learning a distance metric such that
data points in the same class are close to each other and
those in different classes are separated by a large margin,
as shown in Figure 2.
In this method, thek neighbors of dataxi are thek nearest
neighbors that share the same labelyi , and the matrixη is
defined asηi j = 1 if the input x j is a target neighbor of
input xi and 0 otherwise. From these definitions, the cost
function of LMNN is given by,

ε(A) =∑
i j

ηi j ||Ax i −Ax j ||2+c∑
i jl

ηi j (1−ηil )

[1+ ||Ax i −Ax j ||2−||Ax i −Ax l ||2]+,
(5)

where[·]+ denotes the positive part, for example,[a]+ = a
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Figure 2: Large Margin Nearest Neighbor

Table 1: Experimental Results for Artificial Dataset

Method Number of
Extracted
Data

Number
of Correct
Outliers

F-Value

LOF 20 12 0.600
OCS 30 12 0.480

Proposed Method 20 15 0.750

if a> 0, and 0 otherwise, andc is some positive constant.

4. Experiments
4.1. Outlier Detection on a Small Dataset

The artificial data set in this experiment consisted of three
five-dimensional Gaussian mixture models. From each
class distribution, 20 instances were generated for training
data and 180 instances for test data. In this data, there was
no correlation between each element of the vector. Addi-
tionally, 20 outliers were generated with a uniform distri-
bution in the range between the maximum and minimum
value of the obtained data.
For this dataset, the proposed method converts the raw fea-
tures into the learned metric space by learning a distance
metric from the 60 training instances and uses these to de-
tect outliers using the LOF. Moreover, to perform a com-
parison with the conventional method, outlier detection was
also carried out using the LOF and one-class SVM.
In the proposed method, the highest 20 data in terms of LOF
values were extracted as candidate outliers, and in the one-
class SVM, 30 data were extracted as candidate outliers, as
shown in Figure 1.

4.2. Peculiar Example Detection on Japanese Dataset

4.2.1. Data
We used the Semeval-2010 Japanese WSD task, which in-
cludes 50 target words comprising 22 nouns, 23 verbs, and
5 adjectives. Although there are 50 training and 50 test
instances for each target word, we selected only 48 be-
cause some instances of the words “可能 (kanou; possi-
ble)” and “入る (hairu; enter)” have a “new word sense”
tag in the training instances, bringing the total to 16 pecu-
liar examples in this dataset: one example of the word “
意味 (imi; meaning),” three examples of the word “手 (te;

Table 2: Experimental Results for Semeval-2010 Japanese
WSD Task Dataset

Method Number of
Extracted
Data

Number
of Correct
Outliers

F-Value

LOF 960 3 0.006
OCS 1150 3 0.005

Proposed Method 960 5 0.012

hand),” seven examples of the word “前 (mae; front, be-
fore),” one example of the word “求める (motomeru; re-
quire, call in),” two examples of the word “あげる (ageru;
give, get up),” and two examples of the word “始める (ha-
jimeru; start, open up).”

4.2.2. Implementation
To implement these methods, we extracted features from
the training and test data of a target word. In this method,
we consider the words that appear before and after the tar-
get word and extract its word strings, part-of-speech tags,
and thesaurus ID numbers—features that are mostly bene-
ficial for high-performance supervised WSD (Shinnou and
Sasaki, 2008). In the LOF and one-class SVM, peculiar
examples were extracted from the whole dataset.
In the proposed method, first, distance metric learning was
performed by LMNN for the training data and new train-
ing data points were generated using the distance metric in
the original space. Then, peculiar examples were extracted
from the updated training data and the test data using the
LOF. In the LOF and the proposed method, the top 20 ex-
amples were extracted as candidate peculiar examples, as
shown in Figure 2.

5. Experimental Results

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the proposed method has the
highest number of properly detected instances and the high-
est F-measure value. Thus, the label information of the
training data is an effective tool for density-based peculiar
example detection. Thus, in the experiment using the arti-
ficial dataset, the proposed method detected more outliers
and achieved the higher F-measure value.
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Table 3: Effect of Distance Metric Learning for Each Peculiar Example

Word Example ID Ranking Before Ranking After

意味 (imi) 31 84 12
手 (te) 32 14 14

33 20 18
34 37 19

前 (mae) 34 54 64
35 51 60
36 53 63
38 9 17
46 50 59
47 59 66
48 98 95

求める (motomeru) 31 67 46
あげる (ageru) 40 89 65

41 93 55
始める (hajimeru) 48 59 42

49 57 38

Figure 3 shows the change in the LOF values of peculiar ex-
amples before and after the implementation of metric learn-
ing. For most of the target words, the LOF value increased
after learning, showing that the density change with metric
learning is effective for the peculiar example detection.

For the target word “前 (mae),” all peculiar examples are
represented as a clipped word for “午前 (gozen; a.m.).” In
this case, the target word co-occurs with Japanese numerals
such as “前十時 (10 a.m.)” in the peculiar examples. There
are the words “十年前 (junenmae; decade ago)” in the ex-
amples in the training data, suggesting that the Japanese
characters “ (ju; ten)” and “年 (nen; year)” cause the LOF
value to decrease with metric learning.

Moreover, we conducted an experiment on outlier detection
using a classification method (SVM). We set three classes
A, B, and C in the artificial dataset and implemented a one-
versus-rest classification for each class to identify instances
classified as ”not A, not B, and not C” as outliers. As a re-
sult, we found three outliers correctly, while 173 instances
were extracted (the F-measure value was 0.031). This ex-
perimental result shows that it is difficult to apply the clas-
sification method for outlier detection.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new peculiar example detec-
tion method using distance metric learning from labeled ex-
ample pairs. The efficiency of the proposed method was
evaluated on an artificial dataset and the Semeval-2010
Japanese WSD task dataset. The results showed that the
proposed method has the highest number of properly de-
tected instances and the highest F-measure value. This
shows that the label information of training data is effec-
tive for density-based peculiar example detection. More-
over, an experiment on outlier detection using a classifica-
tion method such as SVM showed that it is difficult to apply
the classification method to outlier detection.
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